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Prologue: Getting Started with the MacBook

This book explains how your MacBook and the latest edition of the OS X operating system, Yosemite, are used to create your ideal working environment. If you’ve never worked with a Mac before, OS X is the name applied to Apple’s desktop operating system—like “Windows” on a PC. iPhones and iPads run iOS, and Macintosh computers run OS X.

Before you can begin hiking Yosemite, let’s start by reviewing the hardware capabilities of your system and the prerequisites necessary to use this book.
Getting to Know the MacBook Hardware

Currently, three different models of the MacBook are available: the “traditional” MacBook Pro, a MacBook Pro with Retina display, and the MacBook Air. Each model includes a wide array of ports and plugs for connecting to other computers, handheld devices, and peripherals such as printers and external displays. I refer to these hardware options by name throughout the book, so it’s a good idea to familiarize yourself with them now.

- **Ethernet**—Ethernet provides high-speed wired network connections with greater speeds and reliability than wireless service. Your MacBook supports a very fast version of Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, that makes it a first-class citizen on any home or corporate network.

- **FireWire 800**—FireWire 800 is a fast peripheral connection standard that is frequently used to connect external storage and video devices.

- **Mini DisplayPort**—The DisplayPort enables you to connect external monitors to your MacBook. Although few monitors support the DisplayPort standard, you can get adapters from Apple for connecting to both VGA and DVI interface standards.

- **Thunderbolt**—The highest-speed interconnect available on a personal computer, Thunderbolt allows monitors, storage units, and other devices to be daisy-chained together. This means that each device connects to the next device, rather than all having to plug into a separate port on your MacBook.

- **USB 2.0/3.0**—Universal Serial Bus is a popular peripheral connection standard for everything from mice, to scanners, to hard drives. MacBook models released after mid-2012 support USB 3.0, the next, much faster, evolution of USB.

- **SD Card Slot**—SD (Secure Digital) RAM cards are a popular Flash RAM format used in many digital cameras. Using the built-in SD RAM slot, you can create a bootable system “disk” that you can use to start your computer in an emergency.

- **Audio In**—A connection for an external microphone.
• Audio Out—An output for headphones, speakers, or a home theater/amplifier system.

• 802.11ac—The fastest standard currently available for consumer wireless network connections. Your MacBook’s wireless hardware can connect to any standards-based wireless access point for fast, long-range Internet access.

• Bluetooth—Bluetooth connects peripheral devices wirelessly to your Mac. Unlike 802.11ac, Bluetooth has a more limited range (about 30 feet, in most cases) but it is easier to configure and doesn’t require a specialized base station.

• SuperDrive—An optical drive that can be used to write CDs and DVDs.

• Express Card—An expansion card for portable computers, 17” MacBook Pros can take advantage of this flexible standard.

• Retina Displays—The Retina display is an extremely high-resolution display on Apple’s new (2012+) MacBook Pro line. The display offers near-laser printer quality resolution at the expense of larger application sizes.

So what does your computer have? Apple’s MacBook lineup changes throughout the year, so your features depend on the model and the date it was made. Be sure to consult your owner’s manual for a definitive description of what is included in your system.
The Built-In Battery

Looking for a way to remove your battery? Apple eliminated user-serviceable batteries from the MacBook line. This means that you now get a higher-capacity battery with a longer runtime, but in the event of a failure, you can’t replace it yourself.

To replace the battery, you need to visit your local Apple store or registered service center. The battery can be replaced in the store, while you wait, for approximately $130.

Special Keyboard Keys

Take a look across the top of your keyboard. Notice that even though there are “F” (function) designations on the keys, there are also little icons. The keys marked with icons provide system-wide control over important Yosemite features.

- **F1, F2**—Dim and brighten the display, respectively
- **F3**—Start Mission Control and display all application windows
- **F4**—Open the Launchpad
- **F5, F6**—Dim and brighten the backlit keyboard, if available
- **F7, F8, F9**—Act as Rewind, Play, and Fast Forward controls during media playback
- **F10, F11, F12**—Mute, decrease, and increase volume

The Eject key is located in the farthest-right corner of the keyboard and is used to eject any media in your MacBook’s SuperDrive—if it has one!

Accessing the Function Keys

If you are using an application that requires you to press a function key, hold down the Fn button in the lower-left corner of the keyboard and then push the required function key.
What You Need to Know

If you’re holding this book in your hand, you can see that it contains a few hundred pages packed with information about using your MacBook with Yosemite. You might also notice books dedicated to the same topic and sitting on the same shelf at the bookstore that include a thousand pages or more! So what’s the difference?

My MacBook doesn’t cover the basics of using a computer; you already know how to drag windows around the screen and move files by dragging them from folder to folder. Instead, this book focuses on using and configuring the core features of OS X—file sharing, Internet access, social networking, calendaring, and entertainment.

If you’re switching from Windows, you might encounter a few unique features of OS X. Review these features in the next few sections.

The Menu Bar

The menu bar is universally accessible across all running applications and contains a combination of the Apple menu, which is used to access common system functions; the active application’s menus; and menu items, which are global utilities for controlling and monitoring system functions.
The Dock

The Yosemite Dock is the starting point for many of your actions when using the MacBook. Part application launcher, part file manager, and part window manager, the Dock gives you quick access to your most frequently used applications and documents without requiring that you navigate the Finder to find things on your hard drive.

The Finder

In Windows, Explorer provides many of your file management needs. In OS X, you work with files within an ever-present application called Finder. The Finder starts as soon as you log into your computer and continues to run until you log out.

To switch to the Finder at any time, click the blue smiling icon at the left end of the Dock.
What You Need to Know

Don’t like trying to fit all your files in a folder structure that doesn’t make sense? In Yosemite, you don’t have to. Create tags that represent different attributes of your files (Projects, Important, Personal, and so on) and then apply as many or as few as you’d like. Once applied, you can view your files by tags rather than having to dig through folders.
The Launchpad

Applications are installed in folders, nested in folders, or even just lumped together with no organization at all. For simple setups, this is fine; after you’ve accumulated a few years of downloads, however, finding what you’re looking for becomes difficult. The Launchpad offers a consolidated view of all your applications and even lets you group them logically, without having to worry about what folders they’re in.

Mission Control

Mission Control is a power-user feature that is easy for anyone to use. With Mission Control, you can manage all your running applications and their windows in a single consolidated display. You can even create new workspaces to hold specific apps or navigate between existing workspaces.
What You Need to Know

Application and associated windows

Workspaces

Current workspace

Spotlight

Spotlight is a systemwide tool for locating and launching anything on your Yosemite Mac. Use it to quickly locate, preview, and load documents; start applications; and even look up information from Wikipedia. Although Spotlight has existed for quite some time on OS X, Yosemite brings new capabilities and a new look to this tool.
The App Store (and Security)

If you’ve used a modern smartphone or tablet, you’ve almost certainly used an “app store” of some sort. The Mac App Store is fully integrated with the operating system and provides fast access to screened and safe applications that are installed, updated, and even removed through a simple point-and-click process. Yosemite also implements security controls to prevent undesirable software installation.

The Notification Center and Today View

Does Yosemite need to tell you something? If so, it lets you know in the Notification Center. The Notification Center/Today view, activated by clicking the far right side of the menu bar, shows alerts from your applications that help you stay on top of important events. New mail, software updates, meeting invitations, and more are consolidated in this area and presented in a unified fashion.

New in Yosemite is a special “Today” view contained within the Notification Center. This view gives you instant access to upcoming events in your day and even lets you access widgets for simple tasks—like performing calculations.
System Preferences

Many configuration options for features in this book require you to access the Yosemite System Preferences. The System Preferences application (accessible from the Dock or the Apple menu) is the central hub for system configuration. You can do everything from setting your password to choosing a screen saver in the System Preferences application.
Window Controls

Yosemite provides three controls at the top of each window. At the top left are the Close, Minimize, and Fullscreen controls. The Close control shuts the window; Minimize slides the window off the screen and into the Dock; and the Fullscreen control switches many applications into a unique full-screen view—sometimes with a very different interface.

Traditionally, the “third” button on Mac windows has been “resize,” which sizes windows to fit the content. You can still access this by holding Option when clicking the Fullscreen button.

Contextual Menus

If you’re new to OS X, you might find it hard to believe that the Mac has a “right-click” (also known as the “secondary click”) menu in its operating system—and it’s been there for a long time! You can invoke contextual menus by right-clicking using a mouse, Ctrl-clicking with your trackpad, or clicking with two fingers simultaneously.
Contextual menus are rarely required in any application, but they can give you quick access to features that might otherwise take more clicks.

**Gestures**

Gestures are motions that you can make on your trackpad to control your computer. In Yosemite, gestures are used heavily to navigate between applications and access special features. Gestures can help you navigate web pages, resize images, and do much more with just your fingertips. In fact, without gestures, you’ll likely miss out on all Yosemite has to offer.

**Dictation**

Don’t like typing? With Yosemite, you don’t have to. Yosemite supports dictation into any application where you would normally type—performed either “in the cloud” or locally on your Mac (with an optional install). You learn more about activating dictation in Chapter 11, “Making the Most of Your Mac Hardware.”
Understanding iCloud and Apple ID

Apple’s iCloud and its corresponding Apple ID deserve special attention during your foray into Yosemite. iCloud provides services such as calendars, notes, and reminders that you can use to synchronize information across multiple Macs and multiple iOS devices. It also offers free email, a means of locating your Mac (if you lose it), a tool for controlling your system from remote locations, and even an online office application suite! You don’t need to use iCloud, but you’ll see references to it, like the one shown here, as you navigate the operating system.

>>>Go Further

DON’T LIKE A GESTURE? CHANGE IT!

If you don’t like a touch, a click, or a swipe that you find in Yosemite (including how contextual menus are activated), it’s likely that there is an alternative. The Trackpad System Preferences panel provides complete control over your “touching” OS X experience—something you can read about in Chapter 11’s “Changing Trackpad and Mouse Options” section.
To use iCloud, you must establish an Apple ID to authenticate with the service. If you’ve installed Yosemite, chances are you’ve created an Apple ID in the process and already have everything you need to start using iCloud. If you aren’t sure whether you have an Apple ID or you want to generate a new one, I recommend visiting https://appleid.apple.com/ and using the web tools to verify, or start, your setup.

You learn more about configuring iCloud in Chapter 4, “Setting Up iCloud and Internet Accounts.”

---

**iCloud Everywhere**

Because iCloud makes many of your Yosemite features more useful, it is referenced throughout this book. The information doesn’t fit into a single category, so I discuss it in the places where I hope you’ll find it most useful.

---

**Windows Compatibility**

If you have a Mac, you have a powerful Intel-based computer in your hands—a computer that is capable of natively running the Windows operating system. The goal of this book is to make you comfortable using your Mac with Yosemite, but I’d be remiss in my authoring duties if I didn’t mention the options available for running Windows on your hardware.

**Boot Camp**

Boot Camp is included with Yosemite and gives you the capability to install and boot Windows directly on your MacBook. Put simply, when you do this, your Mac becomes a Windows computer. Switching between Yosemite and Windows requires a reboot, so this option is best if you need to work in Windows for extended periods of time.

Apple’s Boot Camp Assistant (found in the Utilities folder within the Applications folder) guides you through the process of partitioning your MacBook for Windows, creating a disk of drivers for Windows, and configuring your system to boot into Windows or OS X.

You can install Boot Camp at any time, as long as you have enough room (about 28GB) for a Windows installation.
Virtualization

Another solution to the Windows compatibility conundrum is the use of virtualization software. Through virtualization, you can run Windows at near-native speeds at the same time you run Yosemite. Some virtualization solutions even go so far as to mix Mac and Windows applications on the same screen, blurring the lines between the operating systems.

Unlike Boot Camp, virtualization runs operating systems simultaneously. Virtualization requires more resources and has lower performance than a Boot Camp solution, but it is more convenient for running an occasional application or game.
Consider three options for virtualizing Windows on your MacBook:

- **VMware Fusion (www.vmware.com)**—A stable solution from a leader in virtualization software. VMware Fusion is rock solid and fully compatible with a wide range of virtual “appliances” available for VMware on Windows.

- **Parallels Desktop (www.parallels.com)**—The widest range of features available of any virtualization solution for OS X, including near-seamless integration with Mac applications.

- **VirtualBox (www.virtualbox.org)**—Free virtualization software that offers many of the same features of VMware and Parallels. VirtualBox is not as polished as the commercial solutions, but it’s well supported and has excellent performance.

**Other Operating Systems**

Virtualization isn’t limited to running Windows. You can also run other operating systems, such as Linux, Chrome, and Solaris, using any of these solutions. In fact, if you have enough memory, you can run two, three, or more operating systems simultaneously.
Configure file, printer, screen, and Internet sharing in the Sharing System Preferences panel.

Point and click to browse available servers on your network.

Connect directly to a wide range of servers using their Internet addresses.
In this chapter, you learn how to use your Mac to share and access resources over a network, including:

- Sharing files and folders using AirDrop and File Sharing
- File sharing with Windows computers
- Setting Share Permissions
- Using the Share menu to quickly share files online
- Sharing and accessing network printers
- Sharing your screen and viewing remote systems
- Turning your Mac into an Internet Access Point

Sharing Files, Devices, and Services

Your Mac is a self-contained workstation that packs all the power you need into a highly integrated package—and one that is fully capable of integrating with new or existing networks. Yosemite can share and access a variety of resources with other computers on your network. Files and folders can be shared with other Macs and Windows PCs; printers can be shared with other Macs; even your screen can be made available to other computers on your network.

To make the most use of the information in this chapter, the assumption is that you’ve already established a network connection and have connected any printers or scanners to either your Mac or another Yosemite-based Macintosh on your network. You might want to refer to Chapter 3, “Connecting Your Mac to a Network,” and Chapter 12, “Using Yosemite with Your iDevices,” for more details on networking and peripherals, respectively.
File Sharing on Your Mac

The most common network activity (beyond email and web surfing) is file sharing. Your Mac comes ready to share files using several popular protocols—AFP (Apple Filing Protocol) and SMB (Simple Message Block) are the most popular. AFP, as the name suggests, is a Mac-to-Mac file sharing protocol, but with Yosemite, Apple has switched to SMB as the preferred protocol. SMB has traditionally been used primarily in Windows environments and offers significant performance improvements over AFP.

In addition to the protocols for sharing files, you also have different methods for how you share them. Traditional file sharing requires that you turn on file sharing, choose what you want to share, tell another person how to connect, and so on. With Yosemite, your Mac includes a zero-configuration version of file sharing called AirDrop. AirDrop enables you to wirelessly share files with other users who are in your vicinity—with no setup required!

Authenticate to Make Changes!

Many of the settings in this chapter require you to authenticate with Yosemite before the settings can be made. If you find yourself in a situation where a setting is grayed out, click the padlock icon in the lower-left corner of the window to authenticate and make the necessary change.

Using AirDrop to Wirelessly Share Files and Folders

AirDrop is a fast and easy file-sharing system that enables you to send files to another Macintosh without any setup—no usernames, no passwords, nothing except a Wi-Fi adapter that is turned on! Unlike traditional file sharing, AirDrop’s simplicity does present a few challenges that might make it less than ideal for your particular file-sharing situation. Specifically, AirDrop requires the following:

- All computers sharing files must be using the Lion (or later) operating system.
- All systems must have recent wireless-AC or N Wi-Fi hardware—2011 or later Macs will work fine.
- Your computer will not be able to browse the contents of other systems, only send files.
Configuring AirDrop

Before you get started using AirDrop, you might want to make a few changes to help restrict or open access to the service. To modify who can see you (and whom you can see!), complete the following:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Favorites sidebar section is expanded.
2. Click the AirDrop icon.
3. Click the Allow Others to Find Me option to choose whether you are visible to everyone, just people in your contacts, or no one.
4. Click the Don’t See Who You’re Looking For? link to enable support for some older Macs.
5. After making your changes, you should see other AirDrop clients begin to appear in the AirDrop window.

It’s Not All Good

Set Your Options. Then Set Them Again!

The settings you make in AirDrop windows do not currently persist. You’ll need to make these settings repeatedly each time you use AirDrop.
Sending Files with AirDrop

To use AirDrop, be sure that your Wi-Fi adapter is turned on (see Chapter 3 for details), identify the files that you want to share with another person, and then follow these steps:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Favorites sidebar section is expanded.
2. Click the AirDrop icon to browse for other OS X computers.
3. Other computers are shown using the owner’s avatar picture (set in Address Book) as their icon.
4. Drag the files you want to transfer to the icon of another computer.
5. You will see “Waiting” shown below the remote computer’s icon while the receiving user confirms the transfer.

Go Further

AIRDROP EVERYWHERE

Beginning in Yosemite, AirDrop now works with iOS clients! To learn more about this feature, be sure to check out Chapter 12.
6. The files are copied to the remote system. A blue circle around the receiving computer indicates progress.

7. Close the AirDrop window to stop being visible on the network. After you’ve closed the AirDrop window, you can go your merry way. You don’t need to disconnect or change your network settings. You’re done!

Receiving Files with AirDrop

Receiving files with AirDrop is even easier than sending them. When a nearby Yosemite user wants to send files to your Mac, follow these steps:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Favorites sidebar section is expanded.
2. Click the AirDrop icon to become visible to other AirDrop users.
3. When prompted to receive files, click Save or Save and Open to accept the transfer, or Decline to cancel.
4. The files are transferred to your Downloads folder.

5. Click the X on the downloading file or folder to cancel the download.

6. Close the AirDrop window to stop being visible on the network. That’s it! Your AirDrop session is automatically ended when the window closes.

No AirDrop? Your Mac Might Be Too Old.
AirDrop uses peer-to-peer ad hoc wireless networking, which is only supported in recent Macs (2011 and later). Although this may seem limiting, this hardware is what makes it possible to communicate with zero configuration and without using a common Wi-Fi access point.

Using the Share Menu to Send via AirDrop
The Share menu is a relatively new user interface (UI) element and feature in OS X. It enables applications to share files and folders from almost anywhere—even file open and save dialog boxes, as you’ll see here.

1. Select a file (or open a file) within an application.

2. Look for the Share icon. Click it to show the Share menu.

3. Select AirDrop from the list of sharing options.
4. A new window appears listing all nearby users with AirDrop open in the Finder.
5. Enable support for older Macs, if necessary.
6. Click the person or machine you want to send the file to.
7. The copy begins as soon as the recipient accepts the transfer. Click Done to exit and the copy will continue in the background.

Beyond the ‘Drop
The Share menu is much more powerful than just sharing via AirDrop. We look at a few other sharing scenarios that use this feature later in this chapter.

Configuring Traditional File and Folder Sharing
When AirDrop won’t do (you need to browse another computer’s files or share with Windows/older Macs), you need to turn to the traditional file sharing features built into OS X. Yosemite provides consolidated controls for sharing files, regardless of what type of computer you want to share them with. You set up file sharing by first enabling sharing for your Mac and then choosing the protocols available for accessing the files. Finally, you decide which folders should be shared and who should see them.
Enabling File Sharing

Before your Mac can make any files or folders available over a network, you must enable File Sharing.

1. In the System Preferences, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the checkbox in front of the service labeled File Sharing.
3. The details about your sharing configuration are displayed on the right side of the sharing window.
4. Close the Sharing Preferences panel, or continue configuring other sharing options.
Choosing File Sharing Protocols

Files can be shared over AFP (Legacy OS X) or SMB (Yosemite and Windows). If possible, stick to SMB for the best speeds.

To choose which protocols can be used to access the files on your Mac, follow these steps:

1. In System Preferences, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the File Sharing service label.
3. Click the Options button to display the available sharing protocols.
4. Check or uncheck the protocols that you want to use. If you are only sharing between Yosemite machines, all you need is SMB.
5. If you want to use SMB to share specifically with Windows systems, you must enable each account for access. Within the Windows File Sharing section, check the box in front of each user that should be allowed to connect.
6. Enter the password for each account.
7. Click Done.
8. Close the Sharing Preferences, or continue configuring sharing options.
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WHAT IS WITH THE ACCOUNT CHECKBOXES AND PASSWORDS FOR WINDOWS FILE SHARING?

To share with Windows clients, the Yosemite SMB implementation requires that user accounts and passwords be stored in a different format than how they are used natively by OS X. By enabling or disabling accounts for Windows File, you are creating the user authentication information that Windows users will need to connect.
Selecting Folders and Permissions

After enabling file sharing and choosing the protocols that are used, your next step is to pick the folders that can be shared. By default, each user’s Public folder is shared and accessible by anyone with an account on your computer. (See Chapter 14, “Securing and Protecting Your Mac,” for configuring user accounts.)

1. In the System Preferences, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the File Sharing service label.
3. Click the + button under Shared Folders to share a new folder.
4. Find the folder you want to make available and then click the Add button.
5. Close the System Preferences, or continue configuring sharing options.
Setting Folder Access Permissions

By default, your user account has full access to anything that you share. The default user group named Staff, and everyone with an account on the computer, has read-only access.

To change who can access a file share, complete the following steps:

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the File Sharing service label.
3. Click the Shared Folder name that you want to modify.
4. Click the + button under the Users list to add a new user (or – to remove access for a selected user).
5. A window for selecting a user displays. Within the Users & Groups category, pick the user or group and click Select.

6. Use the pop-up menu to the right of each user in the Users list to choose what the user can do within the shared folder.

7. Close the System Preferences.

>>>Go Further

WHAT PERMISSIONS CAN BE APPLIED TO A SHARED FOLDER?

Shared folders can have the following permissions set on a per-user or per-group basis:

- **Read & Write**—Grants full access to the folder and files within it. Users can add, edit, and delete items within the folder.

- **Read Only**—Provides access to the files in the folder, but users cannot modify or delete them, nor can they create new files or folders.

- **Write Only (Drop Box)**—Allows users to write to the folder, but not see its contents.

- **No Access**—Available only for the Everyone group; disables access for all user accounts except those explicitly granted access in the permissions.
Accessing Shared Files

Shared files are only useful if you can access them! Your Mac provides two methods of connecting to shared folders: by browsing for them on your local network and by entering a URL to connect directly to the shared resource.

Browsing and Connecting to Network Shares

Browsing and connecting to a local network share is similar to browsing through the folders located on your Mac. To browse for available network shares, do the following:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Shared sidebar section is expanded.
2. Click the computer that is sharing the folders and files that you want to access.
3. If you have not logged into the computer before and saved your password, a list of the publicly accessible file shares is displayed in the Finder window.
4. Click the Connect As button on the upper right of the Finder window.
5. Enter the username and password that you have established for accessing files on the server.
6. Click Remember This Password in My Keychain to enable browsing directly to the file shares in the future.
7. Click Connect.
8. The file share list updates to display all the shares that your user account can access. Double-click the share you want to use.

9. The share is mounted as a disk and can be used as if it were local to your Mac.

One Password to Rule Them All
You may notice when connecting to other Yosemite or Mountain Lion servers that you are given the option of connecting with your Apple ID. This will work if your account has had an Apple ID associated with it on the remote server. This association is made by selecting a user within the Users & Groups System Preferences panel and then clicking the Set button that is next to the Apple ID field.

Browsing Large Networks
If there are many different computers sharing files on your network, you can browse them in a Finder window rather than the Finder sidebar. To open a Finder window that browses your network, choose Go, Network from the menu bar, or click the All… icon within the Shared section of the Finder sidebar.
Connecting to Remote Shares

Sometimes file shares aren’t directly browsable because they’re hiding their available shares, or they are located on a different network from your Mac. To access remote shares by URL, follow these steps:

1. When you create a new file share on your Mac, Yosemite provides you with a list of URLs that can be used to access that file share (see step 3 of “Enabling File Sharing”). You can use these URLs to directly access a file share rather than browsing.

2. Choose Go, Connect to Server from the Finder menu.

3. Enter the URL for the file share in the Server Address field.

4. Click + if you want to add the server to the list of favorite servers.

5. Click Connect to connect to the server and view the available shares.

Talking the (Windows) Talk

Your Windows friends might give you network shares to connect to in the format \servername\sharename. You can translate this into a “Mac-friendly” URL by adding the prefix smb: and reversing the direction of the slashes—that is, smb://servername/sharename.
Sharing Files via the Share Menu

Yosemite includes a way of sharing files from almost anywhere via Share menu. You can use a Share menu (indicated by an icon of an arrow pointing out of a rectangle) to quickly send a file through a variety of different means, including AirDrop (discussed earlier in this chapter), Messages, and other online services.

Sharing Files via Messages

A simple example of the Share menu is using it to share a file via Messages. To do this, either open the file or select it in the Finder, and then follow these instructions:

1. Click the Share icon.
2. Choose Messages from the drop-down menu.
3. A panel appears with the file added as an attachment.
4. Add the user that you want to send the file to.
5. Click Send to send the file and get back to work!
Upload Files to an Online Service

Using Yosemite, you can now share your files with the world via a number of online services—such as Facebook, Vimeo, and Flickr—without even needing to touch a web browser. Vimeo is a great popular destination for videos on the Internet, so we’ll use that as our example. To upload a video to the online service of your choice, first make sure you’ve added an account for the service as described in Chapter 4, “Setting Up iCloud and Internet Accounts,” and then follow these steps:

1. Locate the movie file you want to upload, and click the Share icon.
2. Choose the online destination (in this case, Vimeo) from the pop-up menu.
3. Enter a title, description, and a set of keywords (called Tags) to describe the video.
4. Set the video as Personal, if desired. This limits viewing of the video to individuals who you share it with via the Vimeo website. Please note that these settings may vary between the various online services supported in Yosemite.
5. Click Publish.
6. The Movie Export window appears and displays the status of the encoding process.
7. When finished, a link to the video is displayed. Your movie is available online.
Cutting It Down to Size
To trim a video before sharing it, click the Share icon and choose Edit, Trim from the menu bar. You can move the start and end points of your video clip to wherever you’d like and then trim off the extra.

Sharing Printers
Sharing a printer is a convenient way to provide printing services to your Mac without having to connect any physical wires. With Yosemite, printer sharing just takes a few clicks and then your system acts as if it has a physical printer attached.

Enabling Network Printer Sharing
To share a printer, you must first have the printer connected and configured on another Macintosh (see Chapter 12 for details). After the printer is set up and working, follow these steps to make it available over a local network:

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the checkbox in front of the Printer Sharing service.
3. Within the Printers list, click the checkboxes in front of each printer you want to share. The printers are immediately made available to everyone on your network.
4. Close the System Preferences, or continue setting sharing preferences.
Setting Printer Sharing Permissions

Any shared printer is initially available to anyone with a computer connected to your network. To restrict access to specific user accounts on your computer, do the following:

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the label for the Printer Sharing service.
3. Highlight the name of the shared printer that you want to configure.
4. Click the + button to select a user that can print to your printer. (Use – to remove access for a user you added previously.)
5. A window is displayed to select a user. Choose the user or group and click Select.
No Access for Everyone
The Everyone group can't be removed from the Users list. To remove access for Everyone, the group must be toggled to No Access.

6. Toggle the pop-up menu beside the Everyone group to No Access to keep everyone except the listed individuals from being able to access the printer.

7. Close the System Preferences.

Accessing a Network Printer
To access a printer that is being shared by another Mac, first make sure that both computers are on and connected to the same network and then follow these steps:

1. Choose File, Print from the menu bar within an application of your choice.
2. The Printer dialog box appears. Click the Printer drop-down menu to see the options.

3. If you haven’t used the shared printer before, select the printer from the Nearby Printers section of the drop-down menu.

4. Yosemite automatically connects your Mac to the printer and configures it.

5. Choose the options for the document you are printing and then click Print. The printer behaves exactly as if it is connected directly to your computer. The next time you print, the printer will be available directly in your main printer list.

**Printing to Protected Printers**

If you set up specific user accounts that can access the printer, you are prompted for a username and password the first time you print. You can, at that time, choose to save the printer connection information to your keychain, which eliminates the need to authenticate for subsequent use.
Sharing an Optical Drive

If you’re using a DVD-less Mac (which is most of them!) you can use another Macintosh on your network to share a CD or DVD inserted into its drive. This gives you the ability to install software and access files even if you don’t have a physical drive connected.

Enabling DVD Sharing

From a Macintosh with a DVD drive available, follow these steps to turn on optical drive sharing:

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the checkbox in front of the DVD or CD Sharing service.
3. Click the Ask Me Before Allowing Others to Use My DVD Drive checkbox to prompt you when other people attempt to access your optical drive.
4. Close the System Preferences.
Accessing a Shared Optical Drive

To access a shared optical drive from your DVD-free Mac, do the following:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Devices section in the Finder sidebar is expanded.
2. Click the Remote Disc item in the Devices sidebar area.
3. Double-click the computer that is sharing the DVD you want to use.
4. If the DVD is not immediately visible, click Ask to Use to prompt the host computer that you’d like to use its drive.
5. After access has been granted, the available DVD or CD is listed. Double-click the DVD or CD to begin using it.
Can I Access a Shared Optical Drive Even if My Mac Has a DVD Drive?
Yes, but not without a few changes. You need to open the Terminal application (found in the Utilities folder in the Applications folder) and then type in the following two lines to enable optical drive sharing:

```
defaults write com.apple.NetworkBrowser EnableODiskBrowsing -bool true
defaults write com.apple.NetworkBrowser ODSSupported -bool true
```

Reboot your computer after entering these commands.

### Sharing Your Mac Screen

Chapter 8, “Managing Who, Where, When, and What,” includes instructions on how to share your Macintosh’s screen using Messages, but there are many instances where you might want to access another Mac’s display without having to start a chat.

Built into Yosemite is a standards-based screen-sharing system. Using screen sharing, you can access your Mac’s display from anywhere on your local network or, in some cases, from anywhere in the world. Yosemite even has the ability to share a computer’s “screen” even if someone else is using the computer. The screen sharing software can now automatically create a virtual screen that you can see and use while the person sitting in front of the computer continues to see their own desktop!

### Enabling Screen Sharing

To configure another Mac so that you can access its screen from your Mac, you initially need direct access to the computer:

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the checkbox in front of the Screen Sharing service.

3. A URL that you can use to connect to your computer is displayed on the right side of the sharing pane.

4. Close the System Preferences, or continue setting sharing preferences.

Setting Screen Sharing Permissions

After screen sharing is enabled, choose who can access the display. Initially, only administrative users can view your screen.

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the Screen Sharing service label.

3. Choose whether All Users on the computer can access its screen, or click Only These Users to restrict access to specific individuals or groups.

4. Use the + button to choose a user or group that should be granted access, or use – to remove a user or group that you had previously added.

5. A window for selecting a user displays. Choose the user or group and click Select.

6. For additional control, click the Computer Settings button.

7. In the dialog box that appears, click Anyone May Request Permission to Control Screen to allow anyone to access the display if the person sitting in front of the computer grants them access.

8. To provide access to your Mac’s screen using a standard VNC (Virtual Network Computing) client, click the VNC Viewers May Control Screen with Password checkbox and provide a password that grants access to those users.

9. Click OK.

10. Close the System Preferences.

**VNC Is Everywhere**

There are VNC clients available for Windows, Linux, and even platform-independent Java. If you want to access your Mac’s screen from another operating system, check out TightVNC (www.tightvnc.com).
Accessing the Screen of a Local Mac

To access the shared screen of a Mac on your local network, make sure that your Mac is connected to the network and then follow these steps:

1. Open a new Finder window and make sure the Shared sidebar section heading is expanded.
2. Click the computer whose screen you want to access.
3. Click Share Screen in the upper-right corner of the Finder window.
4. Enter your username and password on the remote system, if prompted.
5. Click Remember This Password in My Keychain to store the password and enable password-less connections in the future.
6. Click Connect to begin using the remote display.
7. If another person is using the computer, you can ask to share the display with them, or connect to a new virtual display. Click whichever approach you prefer and click Share Screen.
8. The remote display is shown in a window on your Mac.

9. Choose View, Show Toolbar to access a few customization options.

10. Toggle between controlling and observing with the Control Mode icons in the toolbar.

11. Use the Scaling Mode icon to view the screen fullsize or shrink it to fit your window.

12. Use the Clipboard icon to choose how to transfer your clipboard to and from the remote system, or simply share the clipboard.

13. Drag files to and from the remote system to transfer them to (and from!) your computer.

14. Close the window when you’re finished using the remote system.

Capture the Moment
If you’d like to take screenshots of the remote system, you can add a screenshot button to the toolbar by choosing View, Customize Toolbar from the menu bar. You can also take a screenshot directly by choosing Connection, Save Screen Capture As.
Accessing Remote Computers and Non-Macs

If you can’t browse to a computer to access its screen, or you need to connect to a non-Macintosh computer, you can do so using almost the same process as you used to connect to a remote file share:

1. When you’re sharing a screen on your Mac, Yosemite provides you with a URL that can be used to access your screen, even if you can’t browse to it on the network.

2. Choose Go, Connect to Server from the Finder menu bar.

3. Enter the screen-sharing URL in the Server Address field. Alternatively, if you only have an IP address (such as 192.168.1.100), prefix the IP address with vnc:// to create a properly formed URL (for example, vnc://192.168.1.100).

4. Click + if you want to add the server to the list of favorite servers.

5. Click Connect to connect to the remote server’s screen.
6. Enter a username (and/or password), if prompted, and click Connect.

7. The remote display is shown in a window on your Mac.

**VNC for Windows/Linux**

To connect to a Windows or Linux computer, you need to first install a VNC server (Virtual Network Computing) on the computer whose display you want to share. TightVNC (www.tightvnc.com) is an entirely free Open Source option that works on both Windows and Linux platforms.
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**THERE ARE A LOT OF PLACES LIKE HOME**

The Shared portion of the sidebar shows you the computers on your local network. This is great for accessing things around you, but what about accessing your computer at home or from work? You could use the address of your home computer to access it remotely, but you’d need to remember the address and have your home network configured correctly. Instead, you can simply enable the iCloud service “Back to My Mac” (see Chapter 4 for details). Once enabled, this free service makes all your computers visible to one another wherever you have an Internet connection. You won’t be able to tell the difference (network-wise) from being at home or being on a remote (well-connected) island.
Sharing Your Internet Connection

Your Mac is a perfect Internet-sharing platform because it includes both Ethernet and wireless network connections. You can, in a matter of minutes, create a wireless network using just your computer and a cable or DSL modem.

Sharing Your Connection

1. In the System Preferences window, click the Sharing icon.
2. Click the Internet Sharing service label. (Note: The checkbox is initially disabled!)
3. Use the Share Your Connection From drop-down menu to choose how you are connected to the Internet (Ethernet, Airport, iPhone, and so on).
4. Within the To Computers Using list, click the checkboxes in front of each of the interfaces where the connection should be shared.
5. If you’re sharing a connection over your Wi-Fi card, a Wi-Fi Options button appears. Click this button to configure how your computer presents itself wirelessly.
6. Set the name of the wireless network you are creating.

7. Leave the channel set to the default.

8. If you want to enable password protection for the network, choose WPA2 Personal from the Security drop-down, and then provide a password.

9. Click OK to save your settings.

10. Click the checkbox in front of the Internet Sharing service.

11. Close the System Preferences.

12. Connect to the new wireless network from other computers as described in Chapter 3. You should set the other computers to configure themselves automatically rather than manually configuring the network (not shown).

Keep a Switch Handy

If you're sharing your connection over Ethernet, you need to connect a switch to your Mac's Ethernet port and then connect the other computer systems/devices to the switch.
Symbols
3D flyover (Maps), 271
802.11 standards, 86
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Accept button (FaceTime), 241
accounts
account information, saving and sharing, 173
email accounts
adding, 135-136
advanced settings, 137-178
multiple email addresses, 139
requirements, 134
troubleshooting, 138
iCloud accounts, 129-130
Messages accounts
configuring during startup, 219
iMessage account settings, 220
logging into, 222-223
traditional IM accounts, 221-223
user accounts
Administrator accounts, 472
assigning file permissions for,
479-480
creating, 473
groups, 477, 479-480
Guest account, 472, 474
Managed with Parental Controls accounts, 472
Parental Controls, 474-476
security, 478
Sharing Only accounts, 472
Standard accounts, 472
Achievements button (Game Center), 366
activating. See configuration
Add a Family Member dialog, 385
Add Buddy command, 226
Add Configuration command, 102
Add Email option (FaceTime), 244
Add Field drop-down menu (Contacts), 262
Add Group command (Messages), 228
Add Invitees link (Calendar), 291
Add List button (Reminders), 297
Add Location button, 249
Add Note command (iBooks), 354
Addresses, printing from Contacts, 268
Add Rule command, 162
Add to Contacts option (Maps), 275
Add to Favorites option (Maps), 275
adjusting. See configuration
Adjust Keyboard Brightness in Low Light option, 401
Administrator accounts, 472
AirDrop
configuring, 185-186
enabling, 431
receiving files with, 187-188
requirements, 184
sending files with, 186-187, 429-430
Share menu, 188-189
sharing contacts with, 267
AirPlay, 455
Apple TV resolution, 457
disconnecting from, 456-458
extending desktop to Apple TV, 458
mirroring displays to Apple TV, 456-457
alert sounds, 418
All Books button (iBooks), 349
All My Files, 31
All Notes option (Notes app), 306
Allow Explicit switch (iTunes Radio), 334
Allow Find My Mac to Use the Location dialog, 118
Allow Guests to Connect to Shared Folders option, 474
Allow Guests to Log in to This Computer option, 474
Allow Handoff Between This Mac and Your iCloud Devices checkbox, 432
Allow Others to Find Me by Email option (AirDrop), 185
Allow Others to Find Me by Email option (Twitter), 246
Allow Others to Find Me option (AirDrop), 185
Always Match My Default Message Font option, 153
ambient noise reduction, 420
Animate Opening Applications checkbox, 25
annotations
email attachments, 150-151
iBooks, 354
Apple ID, 14-15, 372
Apple Time Capsule, 492
Apple TV, 455
extending desktop to, 458
mirroring display to, 456-457
overview, 455-456
resolution, 457
sending system audio to, 459-460
sharing multimedia to, 459
application data, hiding, 490
apps. See also specific apps
application data, hiding, 490
application execution, limiting, 486-487
application windows, 66-67
auto downloads, 388-389
auto open feature, 78
browsing for, 373-374
compared to extensions, 376
deleting from Launchpad, 77
energy use, 396-397
extensions, 391-393
Family Sharing, 381-387
finding in Mac App Store, 374-375
websites about Mac apps, 381
with Launchpad, 73
handing off, 433-436
hiding, 378
installing, 377-381
navigating, 61-62
posting from, 249
purchasing, 375-376
reinstalling, 377-378
saving iCloud files from, 122
shortcuts for, 404-405
uninstallers, 77
updates, 388-390
App Store, 10, 372
apps
auto downloads, 388-389
browsing for, 373-374
hiding, 378
purchasing, 375-376
reinstalling, 377-378
searching for, 374-375
updates, 388-390
logging into, 372-373
security, 10
Arrange By feature, 32
Ask Me Before Allowing Others to Use My DVD Drive checkbox, 205
Ask Websites Not to Track Me option, 177
Close Windows When Quitting an Application option

Assist Me button, 105-107
Attach icon, 149
Attachment button, 142
attachments (email)
annotating with Markup, 150-151
previewing, 142
saving, 143
sending, 148-149
audio. See sound
Audio In connection, 2
Audio Out connection, 3
Audio Recording window, 422
authentication
email, 134
wireless networks, 89
Authorize This Computer command (iBooks), 347
authorizing your Mac, 347
authors, sorting iBooks by, 350
auto downloads, 388-389
AutoFill data, 173-175
auto-installing apps, 378
Automatically Adjust Brightness checkbox, 413
Automatically Allow Signed Software to Receive Incoming Connections option, 489
Automatically Check for Updates checkbox, 389
Automatically Download Apps Purchased on Other Macs option, 389
Automatically Hide and Show the Dock option, 25
Automatically Rearrange Spaces Based on Most Recent Use option, 69
auto open feature, 78
availability for events, checking, 292

B
Back to My Mac, 115
backups
CD/DVD, 491
Time Machine, 491
activating, 492-493
adding menu items, 494-495
customizing, 493-494
recovering data, 495-496
restoring machine from scratch, 497-498
Badge App Icon with Notification Count option, 46
Balance setting, 419
c Carroll
battery life
built-in batteries, 4
Energy Saver System Preferences panel, 397-398
monitoring, 396-397
Birthdays calendar, 286
Block All Incoming Connections option, 489
Blocked button (FaceTime), 244
blocking
pop-up windows, 177
users, 231
Block Pop-up Windows option, 177
Bluetooth devices, 3
Bluetooth status menu, 450-451
headsets, 449-450
keyboards, 448-449
mice/trackpads, 446-448
overview, 446
verifying, 428
System Preferences settings, 446-448
bookmarks
iBooks, 355
Safari, 163-167
books
Family Sharing, 381
adding family members, 384-385
choosing family members, 387
managing family members, 386-387
setting up, 382-383
purchasing, 347-348
reading
annotations, 354
bookmarks, 355
display and appearance settings, 356
reading basics, 352-353
Boot Camp, 15
brightness
display, 413
keyboard, 401
Browse All Versions command, 499
buddy list, 223-227
Buy Book button (iBooks), 348
Calendars, 280-281
birthdays, 286
browsing, 291
creating, 281-282
events, 287
accepting event invitations, 293
attributes, 291
checking availability for events, 292
creating, 288
dating, 290
Quick Event feature, 289
searching, 294
sending event invitations, 289
local versus network calendars, 282
printing, 295
public shared calendars, subscribing to, 285-286
server-based calendars, 282
iCloud calendar syncing, 114, 283
other calendar servers, 283-285
csyncing with iCloud, 283
US Holidays calendar, 286
viewing, 287
calibration
display, 415-416
audio input devices, 420
call list, 242
calls. See phone calls
cards. See contacts
categories. See Contacts
categories (App Store), 373
categories, sorting iBooks by, 350
CDs
backing up to, 491
importing from, 320
ChallengesFriends option (Game Center), 267
Challenges button (Game Center), 368
challenges (Game Center), 367-368
chats
consolidating, 232
incoming chats, 230-231
starting, 231-235
voice/video chats, 234-235
Check for New Messages pop-up menu, 148
Choose Signature pop-up menu, 154
Chrome compatibility, 17
Close All Windows option, 79
Close Windows When Quitting an Application option, 79
Color button, 414
color profiles, 414
Computer Sleep slider, 398
Configure IPv4 menu, 92
configuration
AirDrop, 185-186, 431
app auto open, 78
app updates, 388
Apple TV resolution, 457
auto downloads, 388-389
configurations, creating, 102-103
Dashboard widgets, 56
dictation, 405-407
display, 412-416
Dock, 20-25
Do Not Disturb mode, 48-49
DVD sharing, 205
email accounts, 134-137
Ethernet (wired) network connections, 83-85
Facebook, 247-248
FaceTime, 238-239
Family Sharing, 382-383
file sharing, 190-193
FileVault, 485-486
Finder windows, 25
sidebar icons, 27
sidebar shortcuts, 26
tabs, 29-30
toolbar, 28
firewalls, 488-490
general account security, 478
gestures, 408-411
Guest account, 474
Handoff, 431-432
headsets, 449-450
Home Sharing, 340-341
hotspots, 98, 441
iCloud, 111-116
IM identity, 223-225
iTunes, 314
iTunes Match, 342-343
keyboards, 405
Bluetooth keyboards, 448-449
USB keyboards, 444-445
manual file saving, 80
Messages accounts, 219-223
mice
Magic Mouse, 410-411
USB mice, 445
Mission Control, 69-70
monitors, 452-455
multiple connections 102-104
network settings
PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet), 94-96
printer sharing, 201
proxy settings, 91-93
TCP/IP, 91-93
notifications, 46-47
output devices, 419
parental controls, 474-476
photo sharing, 124-125
printer sharing, 201-203
screen sharing, 207-209
server-based contacts, 265-266
sleep settings, 397-399
sound
alert sounds, 418
input devices, 420
output devices, 419
output volume, 417
spelling correction, 402-403
Spotlight searches, 41-42
status messages, 225
text shortcuts, 402
time Machine, 492-494
trackpads, 407-410
Twitter, 245-246
updates, 388-389
USB printers, 460-463
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), 99-101
window restoration feature, 79
wireless networks, 85-90
WWAN (Wireless Wide Area Network) modems, 96-97
Yosemite cellular calls, 437
Connect As button, 196
Connect Automatically When Needed option, 95
Connection Doctor, 138
connections (network).
See network connections
Connect to Server command, 198, 212
Contacts, 254
adding locations to, 275
creating, 258-259
duplicates, 263
editing, 260
finding in Maps, 272-273
groups, 255-257
iCloud, 114
moving, 260
“My” card, 261
photos, 260
placing video calls from, 240-249
printing, 268
searching, 262
server-based contacts, 265-266
sharing, 267
syncing, 264-265
templates, 261-262
tCards, 267
textual menus, 12-13
tations (email), 145-146
Cookies and Website Data option, 177
Correct Spelling Automatically checkbox, 402
Create Genius Playlist option (iTunes Store), 322
Create PPPoE Service command, 94
credit card details, editing in AutoFill data, 174-175
cross-platform video conferencing, 226
customization. See configuration
D
dark-themed Dock, 25
Dashboard, 52, 70
activating, 53
web content, adding, 178-179
widgets, 54-56
data detectors, 144
data recovery
file versions, 499-500
restoring machine from scratch, 497-498
Time Machine, 495-496
date, finding reminders by, 301
Day button (Calendar app), 287
Decline button (FaceTime), 241
declining
event invitations, 293
FaceTime calls, 241
Delay Until Repeat slider, 240
Delete command (Launchpad), 77
Delete Mailbox command, 156
deleting. See removing
desktop extending
Apple TV, 458
external monitor, 452
showing, 68

Index | Color button
Desktop Size To: Built-in Display option, 457
Detect Separate Items command, 467
devices. See iOS devices
diagnostics, 105-106
dictation, 13
enabling, 405-406
entering text with, 407
Diction & Speech (System Preferences), 405-407
digital audio connections, 419
digital media
downloading from iTunes Store
Genius Recommendations, 320-323
iTunes Store purchases, 318-320
podcasts, 323-325
Front Row, 345
importing from CD, 320
iTunes Match
accessing purchases in iCloud, 344-345
cost, 342
signing up for, 342-343
uploading media library to iCloud, 343-344
iTunes Radio
creating radio stations, 333-334
fine-tuning radio stations, 335
listening to, 332-333
sharing radio stations, 336
viewing song information, 336
media library, 316
playing with MiniPlayer, 331
playlists
accessing, 330
creating, 327-328
editing, 330
Smart Playlists, 329-330
Plex, 345
renting, 320
sharing
Apple TV, 459
Home Sharing, 340-341
syncing, 337-340
digital optical output, 419
directions, 278-279
Directions button (Maps), 278
Directions from Here button (Maps), 275
Directions to Here button (Maps), 275
Disable Automatic Login option, 478
disabling
FaceTime, 243
wireless networking, 90
disconnecting from AirPlay, 456-458
disk images, 380-381
Display Calibrator Assistant, 415-416
DisplayPort, 2
displays
calibrating, 415-416
color profiles, 414
display brightness, 413
display resolution, 412
external displays, 451-455
mirroring to Apple TV, 456-457
mirroring, 413
sleep settings, 397-398
Retina displays, 3
Displays Have Separate Spaces option (Mission Control), 70
Display Sleep slider, 398
DMG files, 380-381
DNS (Domain Name Service), 91
Dock, 6, 20
customizing, 24-25
adding/removing items, 20-21
dark-themed Dock, 25
System Preferences, 24-25
folders, 21-23
Grid mode, 23
hiding, 25
stacks, 21-23
Domain Name Service (DNS), 91
Do Not Disturb, 48-49, 235, 243
Don't See Who You're Looking For? link (AirDrop), 185
double-click speed, 445
download Newly Available Updates in Background option, 389
Downloads folder, 379
Drive button (Maps), 278
drives. See hard drives; iCloud, iCloud Drive; optical drives
Drop Pin command (Maps), 276
DSL connections, 94-96
duplicate contacts, 263
DVDs
backing up to, 491
sharing, 205-207
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email
adding to FaceTime, 244
attachments
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previewing, 142
saving, 143
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authentication, 134
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advanced account settings, 137-178
multiple email addresses, 139
requirements, 134
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email messages
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email conversations, 145-146
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finding in mailboxes, 157
searching for, 160-161
sending to groups, 255
signatures, 153-178
sorting, 141
spam filtering, 146-147
stationery templates, 152
viewing web pages within, 144
mailboxes
creating, 155
deleting, 156
filming messages in, 157
renaming, 156
Smart Mailboxes, 158-159
VIP Mailboxes, 159-160
navigating, 140
rules, 162
sharing contacts with, 267
sharing notes via, 308
Enable Junk Mail Filtering option, 147
Enable Parental Controls option, 475
Enable Power Nap While on Battery Power option, 398
enabling. See configuration
Encrypt Backups option (Time Machine), 493
encryption (FileVault), 484-486
Energy Saver System Preferences, 397-399
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full-screen application spaces, 66
Fullscreen control (windows), 12
function keys, 4, 401
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Game Center, 356
browsing by game, 365-366
challenges, 367-368
cross-device play, 356
friend recommendations, 362
friend requests
responding to, 361
sending, 360
friends’ activity, viewing, 363
Me screen, 359
signing in, 357-358
Games button, 365
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general account security, 478
General System Preferences
Ask to Keep Changes When
Closing Documents, 80
Close Windows When Quitting
an Application, 79
Genius Recommendations,
320-323
gestures, 13
cranging, 14
configuring
Magic Mouse, 411
trackpad, 408-410
controlling, 408-410
Get Extensions button, 392
Get Started option (iBooks), 346
gift cards (iTunes), 319
Grid mode, 23
groups, 255-263
adding to buddy list, 227-229
assigning file permissions for,
479-480
creating, 256, 477
emailing to, 255
file groups
All My Files, 31
finder views, 32
tags, 33-37

Recent Buddies, 229
Smart Groups, 257
Group Windows by Application
option (Mission Control), 69
Guest account, 472-474

Handoff, 431
enabling, 431-432
handing off from iOS to
Yosemite, 435-436
handing off from Yosemite to
iOS, 433-434
hard drives
FileVault, 484-486
sleep settings, 397-398
SuperDrive, 3
headphones, 419
headsets, 235
Hide Purchase button (App
Store), 378
History menu (Safari), 168
Home Sharing, 340-341
Hot Corners button, 70
hotspots, 98, 441

iBooks, 345
annotations, 354
authorizing your Mac, 347
bookmarks, 355
display and appearance, 356
library, 349-352
purchasing books, 347-348
reading basics, 352-353
searching, 352
starting, 346
iCloud, 111-112, 254, 311
accounts, 129-130
calendar syncing, 283
configuring, 112-116
contacts syncing, 264
explained, 14-15
files
moving to iCloud, 501
opening on web, 123
saving from applications, 122
iCloud Drive, 114, 119-120,
123
media library, 343-345
note syncing, 309
online applications, 116-117
Photo Sharing, 124-128
reminders, 302

services
Back to My Mac, 115
Calendars, 114
Contacts, 114
Find My Mac, 115-118
iCloud Drive, 114
Keychain, 114
Mail, 114
Notes, 114
Photos, 114
Reminders, 114
Safari, 115
signing in to, 441
storage space, 116
tabs feature, 172
icons
adding to sidebar, 27
rearranging in Launchpad, 74
illumination (keyboard), 401
IM. See instant messaging
Image Capture utility, 468
images
adding
to contacts, 260
to Messages accounts,
223-224
to notes, 306
disk images, 380-381
icons
adding to sidebar, 27
Launchpad icons,
rearranging, 74
sharing, 124-128
iMessage account settings, 220
Import from Scanner command,
467
importing
ePub files, 350
from CD, 320
PDF files, 350
cards, 267
incoming chat, responding to,
230-231
incoming mail servers, 134, 137
Input button, 420
input devices
audio, 420
Bluetooth devices
Bluetooth status menu,
450-451
keyboard, 448-449
mice/trackpads, 446-448
overview, 446
USB input devices, 443
keyboards, 444-445
mice, 445
Input Volume slider, 420-421
installation, 180-181
software, 377-381
Install System Data Files and Security Updates option, 389
instant messaging
accounts, 218
configuring during startup, 219
iMessage account settings, 220
logging in/out, 222-223
traditional IM accounts, 221-223
Blocked/Privacy settings, 231
buddy list, 226-229
chat sessions, 229-233
responding to chat, 230-231
starting, 231-233
voice/video chats, 234-235
file sharing, 236
IM identity, configuring, 223-225
screen sharing, 237-238
Internet Accounts settings (System Preferences)
Add Account window, 135
calendar servers, 283-285
contacts servers, 265
Facebook, 247-248
note servers, 310-311
traditional IM accounts, 221
Twitter, 245-246
Internet connection, sharing, 214-215
Invisible option (Messages app), 222
invitations
accepting, 293
sending, 291-292
iOS devices, 427
Bluetooth settings, 428
files
sending from iOS to Yosemite, 430
sending from Yosemite to iOS, 429-430
Handoff
enabling, 431-432
handing off from iOS to Yosemite, 435-436
handing off from Yosemite to iOS, 433-434
hotspots, 441
screen recording, 441
text messaging with Yosemite, 440
Wi-Fi settings, 428
Yosemite iPhone integration, 436
cellular calls, 437-439
text messaging, 440
IP addresses, 91
iPads. See iOS devices
iPhones. See iOS devices
iTunes
Home Sharing, 340-341
iTunes Match, 342-345
iTunes Radio, 332-336
iTunes Store
downloading podcasts from, 323-325
Genius Recommendations, 320-323
gift cards, redeeming, 319
purchasing digital media on, 218-220
iTunes U, 325
media library, 316, 326-327
MiniPlayer, 331
music
importing from CD, 320
purchasing, 318-320
navigating, 315
playback controls, 317
playlists
accessing, 330
creating, 327-328
ing, 330
editing, 330
Smart Playlists, 329-330
setting up, 314
syncing, 337-340
function keys, 4
keyboard shortcuts
application shortcuts, 404-405
for Yosemite actions, 403-404
text shortcuts, 402-403
USB keyboards, 444-445
volume controls, 417
iCloud
Log Out After 60 Minutes of Inactivity option, 478
Look for Duplicates command, 263
Launchpad, 8, 56
apps, deleting, 77
folders
creating, 77
deleting, 77
junk mail filtering, 146-147
Join button, 87
joining wireless networks, 86-87
junk mail filtering, 146-147
Keep in Dock option, 21
Keep Me Signed In checkbox, 116
keyboards
configuring
application shortcuts, 404-405
keyboard illumination, 401
repeat rate, 400
spelling correction, 402-403
text shortcuts, 402-403
Yosemite action shortcuts, 403-404
Map button (Maps), 270
Maps
directions, 278-279
location, finding
locations
adding to Favorites, 275
finding, 272-274
navigating, 269
points of interest, 274-277
searching, 273-274
starting, 269
views, 270-271
MarkUp, 150-151
Match Desktop Size To: option, 457
Match Only Checked Items option (iTunes), 329
media library, 316
accessing in iCloud, 344-345
digital media, purchasing, 318-320
playback controls, 317
searching, 326-327
uploading to iCloud, 343-344
menu bar, 5
display mirroring menu, 454
volume control, 417
menu items, adding to Time Machine, 494-495
merging duplicate contacts, 263
Me screen (Game Center), 359
messages. See email; instant messaging
Messages, 218
accounts
configuring during startup, 219
iMessage account settings, 220
logging in/out, 222-223
traditional IM accounts, 221-223
Blocked/Privacy settings, 231
buddy list, 226-229
chat sessions, 229-233
responding to chat, 230-231
starting chat, 231-233
voice/video chats, 234-235
file sharing, 236
IM identity, configuring, 223-225
screen sharing, 237-238
sharing contacts with, 267
sharing files with, 199
sharing notes via, 308
text messaging, 440
microphones, 235, 420
mini DisplayPort, 2
Minimize control (windows), 12
Minimize Windows Using menu, 24
MiniPlayer (iTunes), 331
mini TOSLINK adapters, 419
mirroring options, 413, 456-457
missed calls, viewing, 242
Mission Control, 8, 59
apps, navigating, 61-62
closing, 60-61
customizing, 69-70
desktop, showing, 68
docking, 61
features and shortcuts, 69-70
opening, 60-61
spaces
closing, 65
creating, 62-63
definition of, 61
full-screen application spaces, 66
populating, 62-63
switching between, 64
windows
choosing between, 67
navigating, 61-62
previewing, 62
modems
DSL modems, 94-96
WWAN (Wireless Wide Area Network) modems, 96-97
monitors, 451
arrangements, 452-453
extending desktop with, 452
managing multiple monitors, 453
mirroring, 454-455
Month button (Calendar app), 287
More Gestures settings, 409-411
More Info on Yelp option (Maps), 275
More menu (iBooks), 354
More Widgets option, 54
mouse
configuring, 410-411
Magic Mouse, 410-411
USB mice, 445
Mouse settings (System Preferences), 445
movies. See digital media
multiple connections, 101-104
multiple email addresses, 139
music
Family Sharing, 381
adding family members, 384-385
choosing family members, 387
managing family members, 386-387
setting up, 382-383
Genius Recommendations, 320-323
importing from CD, 320
iTunes Match 342-345
iTunes Radio, 332-336
playing with MiniPlayer, 331
playlists, 327-330
purchasing, 318-320
sharing, 340-341
synchronizing, 338-340
Music Match. See iTunes muting phone calls, 438, 439
"My" card, 261
My Photo Stream checkbox, 125

music
Family Sharing, 381
adding family members, 384-385
choosing family members, 387
managing family members, 386-387
setting up, 382-383
Genius Recommendations, 320-323
importing from CD, 320
iTunes Match 342-345
iTunes Radio, 332-336
playing with MiniPlayer, 331
playlists, 327-330
purchasing, 318-320
sharing, 340-341
synchronizing, 338-340
Music Match. See iTunes muting phone calls, 438, 439
"My" card, 261
My Photo Stream checkbox, 125

network settings
PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet), 94-96
proxy settings, 91-93
TCP/IP, 91-93
network shares, 196-197
note servers, 310-311
Personal Hotspot, 98
print sharing, 201-204
remote shares, 198
server-based calendars, 282-286
setup assistant, 106-108
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), 99-101
wired networks, 83-85
wireless networks, 85
authenticating, 89
choosing manually, 88
enabling/disabling, 90
finding and connecting to, 86-87
standards, 86
troubleshooting, 87
WWAN (Wireless Wide Area Network) modems, 96-97

navigation
apps, 61-62
contextual menus, 12-13
Dock, 6
files, 31-33
Finder, 6
Game Center, 359
gestures, 13-14
iCloud Drive, 119-120
iTunes, 315
Launchpad, 8, 72-73
Mail, 140
Maps, 269
menu bar, 5
Mission Control, 8
Notification Center, 10
Spotlight, 9
System Preferences, 11
tags, 7
today view, 10
windows, 12, 61-62
network calendars, 282
network connections
diagnostics, 105-106
iOS devices as instant hotspots, 441
multiple connections, 101
configurations, 102-108
locations, 103-104

network settings
PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet), 94-96
proxy settings, 91-93
TCP/IP, 91-93
network shares, 196-197
note servers, 310-311
Personal Hotspot, 98
print sharing, 201-204
remote shares, 198
server-based calendars, 282-286
setup assistant, 106-108
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), 99-101
wired networks, 83-85
wireless networks, 85
authenticating, 89
choosing manually, 88
enabling/disabling, 90
finding and connecting to, 86-87
standards, 86
troubleshooting, 87
WWAN (Wireless Wide Area Network) modems, 96-97

Notes
creating, 305-306
displaying, 306-307
folders, 304
formatting, 306
iCloud, 114
moving between folders, 306
searching, 306-307
server-based notes, 310-311
sharing, 308
synchronizing with iCloud, 309
viewing, 306-307
note servers, connecting to, 310-311
Notes service (iCloud), 114
Notification button (Calendar app), 293
Notification Center, 10
Do Not Disturb, 48-49
notifications
customizing, 46-47
receiving, 44
viewing, 45
incoming chats, responding to, 230
posting from, 250
starting chats, 233
today view, 50-52
Notify After Old Backups Are Deleted option (Time Machine), 494

O
Offline option (Messages app), 222
online services, uploading files to, 200
Open Folders in Tabs Instead of New Windows option, 30
Open in Dashboard command, 178
optical drives, sharing
accessing shared optical drives, 206-207
enabling DVD sharing, 205
optional attendees, setting for events, 292
Organize by Conversation option, 146
organization
Dock
adding items to, 20-21
folders, 21-23
Grid mode, 23
overview, 20
removing items from, 20-21
stacks, 21-23
email conversations, 145-146
mailboxes, 154-159
sorting, 141
spam filtering, 146-147
rules, 162
files
   All My Files, 31
   finder views, 32
tags, 33-37
Safari bookmarks, 166-167
Top Sites, 167-168
outgoing (SMTP) servers, 134, 138
Output button, 419
output devices (audio), 419
output volume, 417
Page Setup functionality, 464
pairing Bluetooth devices
Bluetooth status menu, 450-451
headsets, 449-450
keyboards, 448-449
mice/trackpads, 446-448
Parallels Desktop, 17
parental controls, 472-476
passcodes, 449
password assistant, 482
passwords
   editing in AutoFill data, 174
   Keychain Access, 480-484
PDFs
   downloading, 170
   importing into iBooks, 350
   printing to, 465
   viewing online, 170
People button, 476
peripherals, 443
Apple TV, 455-460
external displays, 451-455
headsets, 449-450
keyboards, 444-449
mice, 445-448
printers, 460-465
scanners, 466-469
permissions
   file sharing permissions, 193
   folder access permissions, 194-196
   screen sharing permissions, 208-209
   user/group permissions, 479-480
Personal Hotspot, 98
phone calls
   enabling, 437
   FaceTime calls
      call list, 242
      declining, 241
      disabling, 243
placing, 240-241
preferences, 243-244
receiving, 241-242
setting up, 238-239
viewing missed calls, 242
placing, 438
receiving, 439
Photo Booth, 424
photos. See images
Photos app, 114
Photo Sharing, 124-126
Place Signature Above Quoted text option, 154
Play button (iTunes Store), 319
Players button, 366
playlists
   accessing, 330
   creating, 327-328
   editing, 330
   Smart Playlists, 329-330
   Play/Pause button (iTunes), 330
   Play Sound for Notifications option, 47
   Play User Interface Sound Effects setting, 418
   Plex, 345
   plug-ins, Flash, 163
   podcasts, 323-325
   Point & Click settings, 409
   points of interest
      creating, 276
      sharing, 277
      viewing, 274-275
   Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE), 94-96
   pop-up windows, blocking, 177
   posts (Facebook/Twitter), 249-250
   Power Adapter settings, 398
   PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet), 94-96
   Preview, scanning in, 467-469
   previewing
      email attachments, 142
      files, 38-40
      windows, 62
   Price button (iTunes Store), 319
   Print command, 203, 268, 295
   Printer dialog box, 204
   printers
      printing to, 464-465
      setting up, 460-463
      sharing, 201-204
   Printers & Scanners settings
      (System Preferences), 460-466
   printing, 268, 295, 464-465
privacy settings, 231
private browsing, 176
profiles (color), 414
projectors, 451
protecting your Mac. See security protocols (file-sharing), 191-192
proxy settings, 91-93
public shared calendars, subscribing to, 285-286
Purchases icon (App Store), 377
Put Hard Disks to Sleep When Possible option, 398
Quick Event, 289
Quick Look, 37, 38-39
QuickTime Player
   audio recording, 421-422
   video recording, 423-424
Quit and Keep Windows, 79
Radio (iTunes)
   listening to, 332-333
   stations, 333-334, 336
   viewing song information, 336
Reader (Safari), 171
reading. See books; email
   Reading List (Safari), 164, 168
   Recent Buddies, 229
   Record button, 422-423
   recording
      audio, 421-422
      iOS screens, 441
      screen actions, 424
      video, 423-424
recording
   data versions, 499-500
   restoring machine from scratch, 497-498
   Time Machine, 495-496
   recovery partition, 498
   redeeming iTunes gift cards, 319
   reinstalling, 377-378
   Remember This Password in My Keychain option, 196
   Reminders, 296
   attributes, 298-299
   completing, 300
   deleting, 300
   finding, 300-302
   iCloud and server-based reminders, 302
   lists, 297
   searching, 302
   Reminders service (iCloud), 114
remote computers, 212-213
remote shares, 198
Remove All Website Data, 177
removing
apps from Launchpad, 77
Dashboard widgets, 54-55
Dock items, 20-21
folders, 76
lists, 297
mailboxes, 156
Notes folders, 304
reminders, 300
tags, 34
Rename Mailbox command, 156
renaming
lists, 297
mailboxes, 156
rental of movies, 320
Reopen Windows When Logging Back In option, 78
repeat rate for keyboard, 400
Reply with Message, 242
Report a Problem (Maps), 275
Require Password option, 478
resolution
Apple TV, 457
display, 412
responses
to event invitations, 293
to friend requests, 361
to incoming chats, 230-231
Restore Your System window, 497
restoring
file versions, 499-500
machine from scratch, 497-498
windows, 79
Retina displays, 3
"right click" menus, 12-13
ringtones, 244
routers, 91
S
Safari, 163
account information, saving and sharing, 173
AutoFill data, 173-175
bookmarks, 163-167
browsing history, 168
extensions, 180-181
Favorites, 163-165
Flash plug-in, 163
iCloud, 115, 172
online security features, 177-178
PDF viewer, 170
private browsing, 176
Reader, 171
Reading List, 164-165, 168
sharing web pages, 175-176
tabbed browsing, 169-170
Top Sites, 163-165, 167-168
web content, adding to
Dashboard, 178-179
Satellite button (Maps), 270
saving
account information, 173
email attachments, 143
files, 80, 122, 498-499
Spotlight searches, 42-43
Scan command, 467
Scan for Media option, 314
scanners, 466-469
Schedule button, 399
scheduling.
See Calendars
screen recording, 424, 441
screen sharing, 207
non-Mac computers, 212-213
enabling, 207-208
local Macs, 210-211
Messages, 237-238
permissions, 208-209
remote computers, 212-213
Screen Sharing icon, 237
Scroll Direction: Natural, 445
scrolling speed, 445
Scroll & Zoom settings, 409
SD (Secure Digital) card slot, 2
Search Entire Library option
(iTunes), 327
searches
apps, 73, 374-375, 381
contacts, 262
email messages, 160-161
extensions, 391-392
events, 294
files, 40-43
Find My Mac, 115-118
iBooks library, 352
Launchpad, 73
Map locations, 272-274
media library, 326-327
notes, 306-307
reminders, 300-302
wireless network availability, 86-87
Secure Digital (SD) card slot, 2
security, 471
ad-hoc backups, 491
application execution, limiting, 486-487
App Store, 10
authentication, 89
FileVault, 485-486
firewalls, 487-490
groups, 477-480
Keychain Access, 480-484
Safari, 177-178
Time Machine, 491-498
user accounts, 472-478
Send Friend Request, 362
Send Windows-Friendly Attachments checkbox, 149
servers, connecting to
calendar, 283-285
contact, 265-266
incoming mail, 134, 137
note, 310-311
outgoing (SMTP), 134, 138
server-based reminders, 302
services (iCloud)
Back to My Mac, 115
Calendars, 114
Contacts, 114
iCloud Drive, 114
Keychain, 114
Mail, 114
Notes, 114
Photos, 114
Reminders, 114
Safari, 115
setup assistant, 106-108
Set Up Family button, 382
Share button, 267, 366
shared calendars, 285-286
shared files, accessing, 196-197
shared photos, viewing, 125-126
Share menu, 214
Share Sheet button, 249, 308
Share Your Connection From menu, 214
sharing, 183
account information, 173
contacts, 267
digital media, 340-341
Family Sharing, 381-387
file sharing, 184-201, 236
iCloud Photo Sharing, 124-128
iCloud Connection, 214-215
iTunes Radio stations, 336
multimedia, 459
notes, 308
optical drives, 205-207
photo sharing, 126-128
points of interest, 277
printer sharing, 201-204
tabs
Finder window tabs, 29-30
iCloud tabs, 172
tabbed browsing, 169-170
tags, 7, 33-37
TCP/IP settings, 91-93
templates, 152, 261-262
text
dictating. See dictation
iBooks display, 356
shortcuts, 402-403
text messaging. See Messages
Thunderbolt, 2
time Capsule, 492
time Limits button, 476
time Machine, 491-498
TLS certificates, 139
today button
Calendar app, 287
Notification Center, 250
today view, 10, 50-52
toolbar, 28
top Charts (App Store), 373
top Sites, 163, 167-168
toslink adapters, 419
tracking speed, adjusting, 445
trackpads, 408-410, 446-448
traditional file sharing, 189-198
enabling, 190
folder access permissions, 194-196
folder selection, 193
network shares, 196-197
protocols, 191-192
remote shares, 198
windows clients, 192
traditional IM accounts, adding to Messages, 221-223
traffic indicators, showing, 279
transferring files. See file sharing
troubleshooting
email accounts, 138
passcodes, 449
wireless networks, 87
turn-by-turn directions, 278-279
Turn FaceTime Off command, 243
Turn On FileVault option, 485
Turn On Firewall option, 488
Turn On Genius button, 321
Turn On Home Sharing command, 340
Turn On iTunes Match, 342
Twitter, 245-251
Virtual Network Computing (VNC), 213
VMware Fusion, 17
VNC (Virtual Network Computing), 213
voice chat, starting, 234-235
voice recognition. See dictation
volume, 417, 421
VPNs, 99-101
Wake button (Maps), 278
Warn When Visiting a Fraudulent Website option, 177
Web button, 475
web pages. See also Safari
adding, 165, 178-179
sharing, 175-176
viewing within email messages, 144
Week button (Calendar app), 287
Welcome window (iTunes), 314
When Switching to an Application, Switch to a Space with Open Windows option (Mission Control), 69
widgets, 51-52, 54-56
Wi-Fi settings, 88-90, 428
windows
choosing between, 67
controls, 12
navigating with Mission Control, 61-62
previewing, 62
restoring, 79
Windows compatibility, 15-17, 192
windows controls, 12
wired networks, 83-85
wireless networks, 85-90
WWAN modems, 96-97
Year button (Calendar app), 287
Zip files, unarchiving, 379-380